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COME TO THE
BIG PARTY
SUNDAY, NOV. 27
IN THE CENTER

VOLUME 54

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1949

INVESTIGATION
IS UNDERWAY!

.\

A full scale survey is underway
by a class of students to determine
what has happened and what is
happening to the conference plan
and just what the conference plan
is, On December 2nd the committee will submit a report of its
findings to the president.
When the report is submitted.
President Wagner will confer
with the heads of the four committees, then with the class as a
whole. The final report will be
taken up with the faculty administrative board. The board itself
has been at work on the problem,
according to Mr. Wagner.
The investigation got under
way when Dr. Wagner called on
President Wagner and said h e r
students felt Rollins had abandoned the conference plan and
wanted Dr. Wagner to ask the
president what had happened.
"I answered that having been
here only six weeks, I was under
the impression that we were using
the conference system and I was
telling the world about it," said
the president, "I wanted to know
if we didn't have it."
"I like as much proof for any
statement as is possible," he continued. "I wanted to know what
was behind the feeling that the
conference plan is not in use."
Mr. Wagner called on the class
of 33 students. He told the class
I have come to find out from you
rather than to tell you, and asked,
"Do you consider this class an example of the conference method?"
It was the concensus of opinion
that it was a good example
despite its large size.
Although they acted on some
suggestions of the president as to
the best method for presenting the
material to him the com'mittee is
gathering and presenting the
material on its own. In the class
hour he spent with the students
discussing the conference plan,
the president appointed four committee heads to cover what was
ult to be the necessary divisions
lli iho problem and then left them
lo their own devices.

DANCING, ORCHESTRA.
FLOOR SHOW
Sponsored by
CHILDREN'S CHARITY
FUND

Artist's Conception of New

Library

Wagner Cites
Missing Link

COUNCIL TACKLES CENTER DEFICIT
NICKED $150 BY DANCE VANDALS

What is the must important part
Possible relief for the headache of perpetual deficits in the
I of a college education? What is
operation of the Student Centsr appeared in a meeting of the
the purpose of education at RolStudent Council last Monday night. The Council also learned that
I lins?
These
questions
were
the Student Association will have to pay approximately $150 as a
brought up and discussed by
result of damages done to Dubsdread during the Homecoming dance
; President Paul A. Wagner before
la.st Saturday night.
300 University Club members last
LATE PERMISSION GRANTED
Thursday.
It was announced that late permission will be allowed until
Blasting the idea that the pur11 o'clock for freshman girls, and 12:30 for upper classmen for the
I pose of education is training for
remaining two foctball games, and that the Student Deans and the
! a better job. President Wagner
Inner Council have made their
; stated "Rollins is a college for
V/ho's Who selections. Ten names
the education of leaders not techwere sent in this year due lo the
Here's whal the n • Rollins Library will look like on completion
nicians who know a lot about very
John Van Drutan s sentimental
unusually large Senior class. The
nexi September.
! little."
comedy, I REMEMBER MAMA,
selections to be made public upon
Whipping out a trusty Bell and will be presented in the Annie
their confirmation by the pubHowell tripod, President Wagner Russell Theatre on Nov. 29, 30,
lishers.
likened education to its three legs. Dec. 1, 2, 3. The play vividly deThe results of the poll taken by
First, there is vocational training; picts the life of a second generaAn ancKnt Buddha is coUectmg
1 second, education for statesman- tion Norwegian family in San dust in the Chapel basement along the various social groups of their
John Tiedtke, Treasurer of Rollins College, reports that in the I ship in ones profession; and third- Francisco.
members on the subject of possiwith scores of other religious
early part of November specifications on the $500,000 Mills Memorial ly, and most important, humanistic
These articles ble varsity basketball was also anI REMEMBER MAMA is the relics of„ the past.
Library were sent out to fifteen different contracting firms in order education, or "conscience in ac,
„,
, ,,
nounced, and it was found that
the Knowles Chapel Museum
i i,? * j *
* J
• *. iu
in secure the most advantageous bid on the construction of this tion." Humanistic Education is the story of Mr. Hyde, who boards
,, , , ^ , ,
only 16 students voted against the
ro
"''llected
for
and by our i j
-. ,
L i ..^ n *
with the Hanson family and reads
beautiful new addition to the Rollins campus.
third, and balancing leg, the other
D
.
.
.
;
r
.
.
„
.
o
„
u
^
r^u^
Idea
of havmg a basketball team.
President
Holt.
Dickens to them instead of pay- former
Tiedtke states that the architects spent the summer making j two are valueless without it.
The Student Deans decided that
ing his rent: it is the story of museum pieces have been dusted
working drawings and drawing up specifications tor the building.
Continuing along in his idea of
off for a public showing this girls will not be permitted to wear
At present there are 25 pages of blueprints covering the construction. the prime value of Humanistic Dagmar and Uncle Elizabeth, "'the week.
slacks or jeans in Beanery Saturbravest
cat
in
all
San
Francisco":
All bids from the various construction firms will be given to Education, President Wagner told
The two foot bronze Buddha re- day afternoons.
the college authorities by the 21st of December for final consideration. of a sailor under him in the navy the story of Mr. Thorkelson, the sided with an Indian family for
A motion was passed that Mr.
The actual construction work on the project will not begin ! who stole although he was ex- undertaker, and his courtship of over 400 years. The Buddha of Cartwright be asked to remove
Aunt
Trina;
it
is
the
story
of
until late in December and the building is expected to bo roady I tremely well-educated, and knew
the gate behind Beanery so that
the
Lotus,
as
it
is
called,
has
two
Uncle Chris, the drunken black
for occupancy by the middle of September, 1950.
j the technique of his job perfectly,
demigods on either side of its cars may be parked on the other
An article written by Horace A. Tollefson, Librarian of Rollins ' "But he did not have the im- Norwegian, and his woman. But crossed legs and a candle holder side, behind Chase and Lakeside,
to Cloverleaf.
College, describing the new Mills Memorial Library will appear in portant leg of education—con- first and foremost it is the story before it.
of Mama, as she is remembered
the December 15th issue of the "Library Journal." Mr. Tollefson science in action."
An old hand-printei
Latin i BOOKS OPEN ON CENTER
by Katrin, the eldest daughter.
stresses structural aspects rather than organizational aspects in his
prayer book which is tl •e feet; On the subject of Student CenA good part of the blame for
Betty Garrett will have the lead high and two feet wide
ter losses, an examination of the
article and adds that he has a complete set of the blueprints in his this must rest on our methods of
books shewed that the Center was
office that anyone who wishes may see at any time.
education. Public schools are of Mama in this play. She will right of the Buddha an
Mr. Tiedtke states that this will be an extremely useful library concentrating on Factual informa- be remembered for her portrayal the room is a hymn book - about! in the red for the sum of $889.22
as it is designed functionally in a very practical way and will cer- tion, stated President Wagner. of the maid in THE MAN WHO the same size that contains for a 36 day period in September
Cynthia
compared to
tainly add to the beauty of the campus with its Spanish Mediter- Education is communication be- CAME TO DINNER.
/hich were hand painted j and Octobi
corresponding
ranean style of architecture.
tween teacher and student. There Crawford will play the part of
first scales in church i $2,119.98 f
Mr. Tollefson states in his article, "The library will be fireproof is a missing link between words Katrin, the eldest daughter in the music.
! period last year. Sales dropped
with reinforced concrete and steel construction." He further adds, and action. We do not know the Hanson family. She was seen
The Walk of Fame is not the ' ^^^ ^^o"^ $4,572,23 to $3,814.53. The
"A walled-in Spanish-type garden, a loggia overlooking the garden, real meaning of words. There is last year as Prudence in the only collection of interesting i pinball machines boosted
two covered balconies and two sun balconies—all on the south no education for right and wrong play PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. stones on campus. A glass case $117 for the period, averaging .S60
elevation of the building, will enhance its beauty and will enable but education in everything else." Others in this production will be in the Chapel Museum has a every two weeks.
Stating that the tenure of edu- Wally Moon as Papa: Catherine
library users to take full advantage of the mild Florida climate.
As far as expenses are conwhite rock from the grave of St.
Every effort was made during almost three years of planning to cation at Rollins is 32 months. Johnson as Dagmar; Jane Kott- Paul from the deepest place in cerned, it was pointed out that
President
Wagner asked, "Is il mier as Christine, the middle
design the interior of the Mills Memorial Library to be simple, easy
the price of wholesale coffee had
the
catacom.bs
of
Rome;
a
gray
for a small staff to administer, flexible and modern in every way." possible to turn out leaders at daughter; Dan Eastwood as Nels, stone from Westminister Abbey, risen from 47.5c a pound to 68.5c
the son of the family. Also will
Several other modern features will be incorporated in this now Rollins in 32 months?"
Forest rock from the Great Wall a pound, and was expected to rise
addition to the Rollins campus. Fluorescent lighting fixtures will
The answer was that it is an be seen Ranny Walker, Virginia of China and a piece of the rock '?Ven higher, thus making it imbe used throughout the entire structure. An intercom .system will almost impossible task in 32 Estes, Nan Van Zile, J a n Olson, of Gibralter. One stone resemb- possible to make a profit on a 5c
be used between the main rooms of the building for greatest working months, and so he called on the J. B. Bartlett, Mary Bailey, Fred ling green and.gray marble was cup of coffee. Also noted was
efficiency. Other interesting features will be a sound-proofed radio University Club for aid in the Taylor, Jack Belt, Kay MacDon- taken from the floor of a building the fact that many glasses have
establishment of the educational nell, Clair Hannum, Corky Scar- in Capernaum which archaeolo- been-disappearing, which cost an
lounge and a central vacuum-cleaning system.
The new library building will be centrally located on the campus aims of Rollins, and for assistance borough, Marinne Kuhn, Eleanor gists believe to have been a syna- average of 10c each to replace.
Hummel, Peggy Burnett, and
and will face north on the horseshoe. It will have two main floors in vocational guidance.
gogue built by a Roman centurion Expenses on the whole went down
The four groups will study and a basement floor. It will be "T" shaped with the five-tier
Miriam Nicholson.
where Jesus taught and on one from $4,169.82 to $2,663.51, a
student opinion, variations of t h e bookstack forming the leg of the "T".
Tickets for this production and occasion healed an insane man major part of which was due to a
conference plan, statistics and the
reduction of over $1,000 in wage
others of the year are free to the (Luke 4:31).
The woodwork and wood trim of the first and second floors will
philosophy of education.
students and may be obtained
be cypress, stained a very light color and waxed. The wall shelving
In addition to these stones there expense.
ThL' Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum from Mrs. Bailey at the Annie
Headed by Betsey Fletcher and and furniture will be stained to match the woodwork, and the furENYART GIVES OPINION
is an interesting two inch statue
J an Currie the committee on niture is to be designed in keepi.ig with the architectural style of is now open to the students and Russell Theatre.
Further examination showed
of the Virgin from Guatemala, a
the public according to Miss Judy
student opinion has gathered over the building.
13th century piece of stained glass that the Center is charged with
Hudgins, curator of the Museum.
-00 individual reports, principally
"The architects for the Mills Memorial Library are George H.
and a rosary from the ruins of such expenses as building repairs,
The collection of over 150,000
by means of questionaires sent Spohn and James Gamble Rogers II, both of Winter Park.
Rheims Cathedral which was equipment repairs and replaceshells from all parts of the world
lo the English classes.
The faculty foot was placed found by President Holt in 1918. ments, truck and auto, adminThe new Mills Memorial Library will certainly be an addition
is one of the most perfect and conIn the bottom of the case is a istrative overhead, etc. Dean
The committee on statistics has to the campus of which every member ot the Rollins family both sequently one of the rarest col- firmly on pre-holiday excuses. By
faculty vote it was decided that replica of the ancient Astec calen- Enyart expressed the belief that
access to administration files for past, present and future can point to with pride.
lections in existence. The late Dr. the Student Deans should have
dar made of stone and used in it was impossible for the counter
the past 10 years and will present
J. H. Beal collected the specimens sole authority to excuse students
religious temples, and one origi- to meet all of these expenses, and
its findings in graph form.
for the purpose of showing the early; and then only in cases of
nal volume of Martin Luther's that they should not be charged to
Charlie Brakefield and Betty
layman the beautiful forms and emergency.
Bible, which consisted of two vol- the center at all, but treated as
I^eHoltzer are co-chairmen of a
colors of moUusgs. These shells,
Prior to this amendment, class
they are, a college function, to be
committee on variations of the
ranging from pin-point to giant professors could and did excuse
The rest of the Chapel base- charged against the college, which
conference plan. They will have
man-killing clam size are dis- students on little provocation, but
ment is used for storage and on makes up the deficits anyhow.
;i r^^port on each class by a memtropical
An exhibition of rar
played
in
fluorescent-lighted now there have been some
Alumni House will be the
the south end Tennyson, Burns
Ken Brown was then appointed
ber of the class. These individual
scene ot an informative panel dis- plant paintings, photog phs and cases.
changes made!
and Carlyle are slowly aging.
chairm^an of a committee of three
(lass reports will be okayed by
The Museum, which will add
cussion next Tuesday. November art ob.iects of Latin America is
to investigate the finances of the
the instructor.
29, when the World Federalists scheduled to open Sunday at the many new and unusual shells
Center.
The committee termed by the
sponsor a panel discussion with Casa Iberia through the courtesy during ths year, is open daily
president "in my opinion the
panelists Dr. George Saute, Hugh of Mulford Foster of Orlando, a from 10-5 and from 2-5 p.m. on
mcst important" is the group that
Davis, Jack Sayers, Bill Schaefer, specialist in rare tropical plants. Sunday. Rollins students pay only
will study the philosophy of edu1
The little known section of the tax; no admission.
considering the theory of world
cation. This report will emphaLibrarian Horace Rollins Camous located on Holt
size educational ideals particu- government.
Avenue across from Cross Hall,
larly as expressed by Dr. Hamil- Tolliffson will serve as moderator.
As Federalist president, Davis houses ths Spanish Department
ton Holt.
From a back-stage point of
Dr. Ralph W. Wager, well
points out "The purpose of the of which Mrs. Lamb has charge.
view, the most outstanding offknown research chemist and
discussion is to enlighten the stu- The exhibition room of the
the-field group at the recent footphysician, was guest speaker at
I dents as painlessly as possible as Casa is very fascinating with
ball game was the Davidson band.
a meeting of the Rollins Scientific
i to the aims of the World Govern- painted Indian symbols and de- Society last Thursday night al
This outfit, a combination of band,
President Wagner and Dean ' ment movement."
signs on the ceiling and walls and
marching unit and cheering secStone will journey to Houston, ' The date of the World Federal- miniature flags of Latin American 7:30 in the Alumni House.
tion, showed Rollins rooters what
Dr. Wager told of his experiTexas, next week to attend the I ist off-campus open house will countries decoratively arranged
a comparatively small group can
meeting of the Southern Associa- I also be announced at this meeting. around the room. Last weeks's ences this summer with the Hoffdo with a cheer when their hearts
man-LaRoche
Drug
Co.
of
Nutley.
tion of Colleges and Secondary
display was a collection of relics
as well as their lungs are in it.
New
Jersey.
He
was
head
of
a
ivSchools.
from
the Mayan
civilization,
Led by their head drummer, the
search section in their $50 millioTi
The President will first speak to
loaned to the Center by Life
band members kept up a condollar
research
center
there.
3 Tampa Women's club and deMagazine.
tinual din of organized cheers
He showed a number of vei \
liver a lecture at Emory UniverOne of the activities of Casa interesting slides that illustrated
throughout
the entire game,
An exhibit, featuring the wellsity. The Tampa speech is enComplete with 1,000-proof iug and live chickens, the Independent
pausing only to put on a fine halfknown artists John Sloan, Carl Iberia is the presentation of edu- various phases of the experimentitled A Crisis in Mass Education.
Men's iloat entitled "Davidson Comes to Rollins" won the first
time performance.
Zerbie and Ben Shahn. will bo cation films on the Americas tal work that he was engaged in
The Southern Association is a
prize of $50 at the Rollins-Davidson tilt last Saturday.
every Sunday at 4:00 p.m. Every doing. The majority of his work
Of the 80 N. C. musicians, who,
Rollins accrediting agency. Neith- at the Morse Gallery of Art from one is invited to attend these free
after their sojourn in Orlando for
was connected with various asf^r Wagner or Stone will speak at Sunday, Nov. 27, until Dec. 11. movies.
from the original draft written by j the parade, returned to Rollins in
pects of cardio-failure and cer- URFAUST PRESENTATION
The
display,
entitled
"American
Houston but they will have a n
The Bi-centennial celebration Goethe as a young man.
time for chow in the Beanery;
The Pan American Club, which tain drugs associated in alleviatopportunity to meet college heads Painting to 1950," will consist of
of the birth of Johann von Goethe
Dr. Fischer, who considers many expressed the desire to
functions around the Casa Iberia,
from other parts of the South and 37 paintings which have been
will be commemorated by the: Goethe the latest of mankind's transfer allegiance to the Blue
is trying to eliminate all erroneshown
throughout
museums
in
the
to renew old and make new acous ideas and misconceptions of in the Americas are invited to jRollins Family via the presenta- great universal minds, states the and Gold. The heartfelt thought
quaintances among Southern edu- Southeastern states.
of
Goethe's
immortal i purpose of the festival ''as an at- of the all-male band was exShowings ot student work as Latin America culture, and to come to the P a n American meet- tion
cational leaders.
well as regular exhibits will con- build up friendly relations be- ing on December 1, when Miquel •Urfaust.' in the Annie Russell' tempt to bring closer to the public pressed by the comment of one
; the great genius and works of von bass player who summed the situtween the Americas by featuring Aranguanan, who has charge of j Theatre, 7:30, Dec. 7.
tinue
through
the
year
under
the
CONTRIBUTE
The production, directed b y ' Goethe, by presenting a program ation u p briefly, "It's CO-ED
the program, will give some hints
direction of Art Director Hugh enlightening lectures, discussions,
to
Doctor Rudolphe Fischer, will b e ; devoted to his life and works."
here, by gosh!"
and films. All students interested on Latin American dance steps.
McKean.

"I Remember
lillama" To
Open Nov. 29

New Library To Be Ready Sept. 1950

Buddha and Burns
Share Same Bed

Shell Museum Open

There'ii Be Some Glianges

Dr. Saute, Davis On I Latin American Art
World Govt. Panel To Be Featured

^^^H«'<

ScienceSocietyHearsWager

^Km '

Wagner Off To Texas

'^

American Paintings Siiown

CHILDREN'S CHARITY

'^I^B

W^ft
"1^ ^ ^ ) M
11

Wildcats Makeum
Plenty Music

TWO

ROLLINS

Passing The Buck Gets You Nowhere
" T h e U . S. is r u n b y W a l l S t r e e t m o g u l s w h o u s u r p t h e
w e a l t h from t h e p o o r m a j o r i t y t o e n r i c h t h e r i c h m i n o r i t y .
These capitalistic giants operate their big business machines
a t t h e e x p e n s e of h u m a n life; a n d foist u p o n t h e w o r l d s u c h
snares as t h e Marshall Plan—purposely designed to control
f o r e i g n e c o n o m i e s a t t h e e x p e n s e of i n d i v i d u a l f r e e d o m . "
"In a s o c i e t y t h a t f o s t e r s r a c i a l d i s c r i m i n a t i o n a n d n u r t u r e s social p r e j u d i c e s , w e , of t h e A m e r i c a n d e l e g a t i o n , w i l l
d o o u r b e s t t o c o m b a t t h e s e e v i l s on o u r r e t u r n t o t h e U. S."
It w a s w o r d s i o thai effect that w e r e s p o k e n to over 3000
p e o p l e at t h e W o r l d Y o u t h C u l t u r e F e s t i v a l at B u d a p e s t .
H u n g a r y , last s u m m e r .
T h e p o t e n t i a l r e p e r c u s s i o n s of t h i s p o i s o n o u s s l a n d e r a r e
o b v i o u s . B u t t h e t r a g e d y of t h e i n c i d e n t is t h a t it n e e d n o t
h a v e b e e n . T h e U . S. p r e s s g e n e r a l l y i g n o r e d t h e c o n v e n t i o n .
W h y ? B e c a u s e o u r S t a t e D e p a r t m e n t r e f u s e d to g i v e official
status to t h e A m e r i c a n delegation. A s a result one h u n d r e d
a n d t w e n t y self-chosen y o u t h s g r o u p e d t o g e t h e r i n t o a n u n official b o d y a n d a p p e a r e d a s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of t h e P r o g r e s s i v e Y o u t h of A m e r i c a .
T h i s l i t t l e g r o u p h a d t h e c o u r a g e (or a u d a c i t y ) t o r e l a t e
t h e i r s t o r y t o a n a u d i e n c e of o v e r s i x h u n d r e d s t u d e n t s r e t u r n i n g from E u r o p e on t h e D u t c h ship VoUendam, a n d
proudly explained how they set u p a panel which emphasized e v e r y n e g a t i v e a s p e c t of o u r c o u n t r y . T h e y d i d it r e a l izing it m a y m e a n t h e i r j o b s w h e n a n i n v e s t i g a t i o n c o m m i t t e e
starts checking their travel experiences.
Not surprising this b r a v e little g r o u p w a s hissed a n d
booed all d u r i n g their speaking t i m e w a s it?
F r a n k l y , it w a s m o r e s u r p r i s i n g t h a t t h e s e p e o p l e w h o
booed did not h a v e t h e courage or interest enough to b e
p r e s e n t t h e m s e l v e s at t h e festival a n d balance t h e picture
b y r e v e a l i n g also t h e p o s i t i v e a s p e c t s of t h e i r s o c i e t y . B u t
t h e y w e r e n ' t — a n d that's t h e moral of this story.
Don't pass t h e b u c k ! If there's s o m e t h i n g w r o n g a n d
y o u don't like it, t h e n do s o m e t h i n g about it. B u t don't sit
b a c k and k e e p h a n d s off b e c a u s e y o u think it's iust l o o n a s t y —
like so m a n y p e o p l e do writh A m e r i c a n politics and—like so
m a n y s t u d e n t s do about things t h e y criticize at Rollins
College!
K. E. F.

HERE COMES THE PARADE! NO BULL--SNAP THOSE GUARDERS!!

Best Lit Band
In Dixieland
By JOHN WHITMIRE
Of late it has become increasingly noticeable that Southern
literature is being given more and
more recognition. In vie-w of this,
the Sandspur itervie-wed Professors Granberry and Dean of the
Rollins English department. Both
Dr. Granberry and Mrs. Dean
were strong in the conviction that
the greatest American literature
is being produced in the South.

The Ivey Tower

Jaybird Ducks,
Cupid Enters
By Ives
Dear Gertie:
Rollins College is some piac^
and this letter is to teU you som
of t h s things that make it som^
place. Sorry I didn't write sooner
But you know how it is, getting
settled and all that.
^
I stay in a building called the
Cloverleaf. I suppose it's called
that because the girls who stav
here are young and tender li^'^
leaves of clover. I've just come
up from the basement where WP
have laundry facilities. And what
facilities! I did finally succeed in
! getting a slip pressed though, •with
' the help of a sway-back ironing
board and an electric monstrosity
that alternated between extremely
cold and extremely hot.

n THiBES SNAP IN 0URW6DKS'^ ,Electronic Wizard
InstaHs Sprinklers

Oh, I must tell you what hapBy ZELMA BANDLER
The saying "like father like pened the second week I ^j^
may be appropriately applied here! If I were writing a story
!C case of the Georges Cart- of the incident, I'd call it "The
ght, first and second editions. Jaybird and The Jane." Here's
George Junior, who has worked why. Down here in Florida there
at Rollins since J u n e of 1931, are millions of jaybirds during the
is a true son of his father in all summer. Well when school opened
respects. About his work he there were still plenty of them
says, "I can't think of a better around, and they almost drove us
Cloverleaf is surrounded
]ob; this job really makes life nuts!
with trees, one of them standing
worth living."
just outside m y window. By dayOriginally, George, a graduate
light every morning there'd be at
of Presbyterian College in Monleast one jay perched on everj'
Rollins '49 Homecoming parade last Saturday had both students and treal, Canada, taught stage-craft twig, and such a medley of fussing
and
lighting
under
the
direction
Winter Park residents alike gapeing in awe at the splendor and origiand screeching you've never
nality of each group's float. And why not? Ever see such pulchritude of Miss Annie Russell.
heard.
"I always started my classes off
displayed by those country gals (No Bull took second prize) cheerwith a discussion on the psychoIt was one Sunday morning as
leaders in the convertible and—such leg art in those guarders.
i logical aspects of the course; it Cloverleaf was catering to MorI helped relax the students," he pheus with unusual zeal that these
• brings out, and "seriously, I think denizens of the trees tuned up en
I that lighting and props are im- masse. Joyce surged and tossed
: portant things to theatre arts and muttered at intervals somestudents; it helps generalize their thing about those darned birds,
: education, and gives them a bet- Besides being an impulsive screwBy DALLAS WILLIAMS
"The finest assortment of floats I fraternities were no more gentle, I ter appreciation of the theatre as ball, Joyce is m y roommate. Wei!
she rolled and shifted and m-utthat ever graced a RoUins Home- | KA was riding over the Wild- I a whole."
Contrary to general belief, the tered until she had built up quite
coming . . .' that's the report that j cats, and X Club had them bottled
came back from a gratifying num- up. Delta Chi wanted Victory fact that there are two Cart- a dislike for birds in general.
ber of onlookers at last Saturday's I and had a flag over the top to wrights at RoUins is an unplanned Finally she bounded out of bed.
parade. Starting in the Horse-': show they meant it! There was occurrence, as George the young- grabbed one of my choice oranges,
shoe at two-thirty, the caravan, j Alpha Phi Lambda with a genuine er says, "It just happened to work and dashed for the open window.
Without even pausing to take
headed by an awe-inspiring police : kitty cat vs. the Tar pot, and the cut that I joined Dad here."
escort, wound its way through • World Federalists had a business- His first major project was the aim, she let it go, pitcher fashion,
Winter Park to Orlando, where, like little grave all decked out engineering of the sprinkler sys- through the tree branches and I
it picked up the fine bands of I for Davidson. Sigma Nu went tem' lay-out in 1931, and since then yelled at the top of her voice, I
Davidson and Lake Wales. Folks | glamorous and welcomed the George has, with the exception of "SHUT U P ! "
really turned out to watch the Alumni on a large scale with an interlude with the U. S. Navy,
Everyone within mailing disRolhns boosters, and the streets | three generations of the Rollins been uninterruptedly at Rollins. tance must have hit the floor
in both towns were lined with family.
In the Navy, he taught electronics simultaneously. For in no time
enthusiastic observers.
Originality was the order of the in Radar Instruction, and in 1942, quizzical cats in curlers and night
A warm reception was also day, however. The Independent ^ he received a degree in electronics clothes came pouring in. They ]
given to the efforts of all t h e , Men displayed this, plus a little' from M. I. T.
filled our room and spilled over
groups that night, when the floats | bit of everything else and then j "A physics student asked m e the hallway. The scolded birds
circled the field before the game. some, on a conglomeration pic- the other day how much study I had departed for safer trees, but
Colorful, and displaying a gener- turing Davidson's homelife as thought
was necessary,"
he it was no quieter around Cloverous quantity of the good old Rol- visualized by the Rollins mind. It laughed, "I never put a book
leaf. For now the aroused felines
lins imagination, the collection in- was this float which captured the down from 1937 till a few years
milled around the room and
cluded all types and shapes. first prize at half time, and was ago, then I decided that it was
glanced menacingly out the winAmong the beautiful was that of followed out onto the field by the now or never—and quit. Actually,
dow. They glanced singly, in twos
Kappa, with its lovely blue Whale second place winner, Alpha Phi. I have to keep studying because
of a Homecoming, and Gamma These gals went back to the farm the field of radio keeps changing." and in threes. Excited questions
Phi holding the crescent moon for their theme, and turned out
Himself a Sigma Nu, George died unheeded in the rising pall
of cigarette smoke:
aboard a sea of pink.
with straw hats and milk pails, brings out the fact that the frater"What did they do?"
There were eye catching slogans ready to Strip Davidson—No nities, which could be doing a
"What did they say?"
like "Lick 'Em," with the Pi Phi Bull! Third place went to the great deal to-promote understandcandy sticks, and "Wash U p Lambda Chi's, who marched ing, are falling down on the job. "Who are they anyway, stuAbout the Rollins students, Mr. dents?"
Davidson" by the Phi Mu's, sport- down the aisle, wedding veils and
Cartwright says, "I like their
ing a real live bath tub. Theta all to "Take Thee, Davidson."
"The nerve of some people!"
boldly snapped their Guarders,
Fine organization on the part point of view, and their release
And so it r a n inside Cloverleaf.
while Chi O warned the visiting of the parade committee brought of character. The students here On the sidewalk, immediately outteam that "Curiosity Killed the everything off smoothly, and all come out of their shells more; side however, an opposing army
Cat." The Independent Women together, the picture of the Home- they're more individualistic than was forming around two lads who
girdled a huge wildcat and an- coming parade is one that RoUins any others I've seen. I think that had been on their way to the
nounced their intention to "Put will remember with pride for a they're one sweU bunch!"
(Continued on Page 4, Column 7)
the Squeeze on Davidson" and the long time.

They both feel that because
the Southerner is closer to the
soil, that he has a better understanding of the real America. He
has a keen sense of place, of tradiPublished
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by Undergraduate
Students
of Rollins
tion, and of time; he has the
Entered as second class matter, November 14, 1925, at the post offic.
power to make his reader feel it.
Winter Park, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
He does not have to fictionalize
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a t
(12 weeks), $2.50 for two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year,
the sights, sounds, and smells of
the setting of his story—he knows
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen
Telephone 4_
them. The Southerner is brought
Editorial Board
up listening to the tales of his
Editor-in-Chief
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grandparents, and, hence, to hirrt
News Editor
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the past is not dead. The folkSports Editor
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Feature Editor.
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Anne Garretbon Stanley Rudd other stimulus to the imaginaAdvertising Manager Jo<r l*ci|»eck
tion of the Southern writer.
Adviser l>r Willard WadlcH
Mrs. Dean said that Souths
Dan Hudgens, Don Geddes, Chuck Dawson
writing is "a curious combination
Virginia Cheney, Ann Lewis Turley, Ginger Butler
of the realistic and the fabulous,
Janie Johannes. Phyllis McRae, Kay McDonnell, Marianne Kuhn, Marion the violent and the tender." She
Eberson, Hank Gooch. Ulmont Ives, Zelma Bandler, Bet.sy Fletcher
gave Thomas Wolfe and William
M'ariel Riddle, Polly Clark
Faulkner as the two giants of
Typist
Diane Vigeant. Ann Green
recent Southern literature. Both
News Staff
have power and vigor, tenderness
Joan Grant, Ed Granberry, Sue Van Hoose, Frank Horch, Ralph aiedcl,
Mariel Riddle, Francis Burnett. "Warren Windom. Bill Frangus,
and compassion. Wolfe, the auJohn Knight, Skook Bailey, Jo Gunter, Hal Tennis
Sports Writers
thor of Look Homeward, Angel,
Roland Horner, Paul Binner, Scotty Witherell, Charles Robinson
You Can't Go Home Again and
Member
other novels, is often criticized
Associated Collegiate Press
for being verbose, repetitious and
Distributor of
of
creating characters which lack
Collegiate Digest
interest. Mrs. Dean pointed out
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH THE FOLLOWINO EUITOHIAJ.
that
in Wolfe arc the universals
Unassumingly yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name implies, of youth and manhood—the bloom
victorious in single combat and therefore without a peer, wonderfully of wonder. Faulkner likewise is
attrictive and extensive in circulation; all these will be found upon investiga- engrained with certain universals
which make his writing of the
tion to be among the extraordinary qualitis of the Sandspur.
best. He is vigorous and brutal
and at the same time he shows a
gentleness in his pity for the
plight of mankind. Many regard
Faulkner, whose most recent
novel is Intruder In The Dust,"
By BETSY FLETCHER
as the greatest living novelist.
It had been a wonderful eve- us—cither unpromoted from their This belief is held particularly in
ning and I was trying, in very slang state or made over. You France.
Dr. Granberry mentioned many
superfluous adjectives, to sum up think nothing of the greeting "Hi,
my thanks to my date. "Skip it. how are you?" It's just another noted writers from the South;
them—Tennessee WilBaby—just say, it's been," he r e - means of saying hello, but any among
one who didn't know this form liams, Sherwood Anderson, Willa
torted flippantly.
"But it's been—it's been what?" would think a lengthy discourse Catha, Eudora Welty, Elizabeth
into the state of his health was Mattox Roberts, as well as Wolfe
I asked.
required.
and Faulkner. He observed that
"It's been vivid, real, dynamic
"This increase in slang adds up Faulkner, Williams, and Eudora
—it's been. Say, aren't you hep
to a language of tremendous size. Welty come from Mississippi, long
at all gal?"
And, it's not just an increase in considered by many to be one of
"Hep? Hop to what?" I in- our vocabulary—there are changes the most illiterate and backward
quired.
in idiom, syntax and even in the states in the union. Dr. Gran"Why hep to the jive—don't you very structure of language. There berry also pointed out that, "none
You may have heard the story
Southern
dig me?"
are strong motives for its use too, of the outstanding
of the poor woman of the slums
Then, like any red-blooded Rol- the pleasure of using it, the writers—the really good ones—
who slammed the door in the
Uns man, he took it upon his prestige and sense of belonging, have preached or been social resocial worker's face and said,
broad shoulders to enlighten a the ease with which it expresses formists."
Both
professors
mentioned "You're not saving your soul
moods and emotions, and most of
poor lir dead-beat.
offen us." The purpose of the
Margaret
Mitchell's
Gone
With
all,
the
fun
of
rolling
it
off
tho
"Cutie, slang's inevitable, it's
Chapel fund is not to save the
part of the spoken language of tongue. For instance, if someone The Wind as an example of the souls of Rollins College not to
Southerner's
tales
of
the
past.
is
extremely
funny
we
say
they're
street humor, of fact, high and
provide them with an avenue of
low life. Listen, it's related to hysterical. We don't mean they Mrs. Dean illustrated her views grace. But there is so much sufconvenience—not scientific laws, have gone into a fit of hysterics. by an anecdote about a Southern fering in this world that can be
boy
in
college
in
the
North.
He
We
just
mean
we
got
a
kick
out
grammatical principles or philoand must be prevented and alsophical ideas. We can secure an of them. For us it's a vehicle for was asked by his roommate to leviated. It is the purpose of the
increased sense of intimacy with thought, the natural way of ex- "tell about the South." Tho drive to help those who suffer
Southerner
replied,
"I
can't,
you
its use. We can even express pressing ourselves. Our slang
through no fault of their own.
originality and seek refuge with- can't be dismissed as a fad like have to bo born there to underAbroad, there are unhappy
in the shelter of the speech pat- jitterbug talk. It's natural and stand it." Mrs. Dean went on to
tern of our group. Each fraternity it has deep roots in a way of life; say that she considered Edwin people like Theodora. At home
and sorority house is an excellent it reflects our attitudes, our emo- Cranberry's A Trip To Czardis to and in our own community there
breeding place for special slang, tions, our ideals and our ideas. be one of the finest American is both the White and Colored
short stories. It illustrates the Day Nursery. Right here in Florand a fluency in the use of that It's genuine! Do you feel it?
"The American language is same qualities these others have ida there is a considerable numslang is the earmark of the initiabsorptive and flexible. It's keep- —"a great economy, yet profound- ber of native Americans that are
ate.
not having an easy time, the
"Gee, honey, slang's not just a ing pace with the times. The ac- ly moving, tender, yet stern and
Seminole Indians.
$50.00 per
means of expression—it's our per- ceptance of our slang is going to powerful."
Both professors were of the year will make it possible for a
sonality. It's a product of wit have a wholesome effect on the
Seminole
Indian
boy
or girl to
opinion
that
increased
industrialiand ingenuity, of our exuberance growth of spoken and written
go to school for a year. The conof mental activity and the natural English. It should serve as a zation could and would change
tributions of the Federal Governthe
complexion
of
Southern
freshening
influence,
a
widening
delight of language making. Can
ment is not enough to keep the
you imagine me taking a look at break with provincialism, with literature. They would not prechildren in school. And the Inyou when you walked out tonight prudery and with the question- dict the outcome of the change—
dians, you may remember, are
whether
it
would
lead
to
a
deand saying your dress was ex- able standards of refinement. It
quisite and you looked absolutely can and will become a vital part terioration or a new surge upward.
They
felt
that
the
Southof
the
American
language.
How
highly regarded as an important
enchanting? No, I expressed the
ern writer is saying 'let the South force in American literature. He
same thing much more freely and about it? You got it?"
"I sure do, and the evening's do it by itself'—he resents outside is doing it by writing about his
easily by saying your dress was
native soil and he seems to be
keen and you sho' did look neat. been terrific!" I replied sharply. interference.
It seems apparent that the saying—"L o o k
Homeward,
"Baby, you've got it made. I'll
These slang words have arisen
Southern writer is becoming more Angel."
and been popularized by all of buzz you later."
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Kitty Cats, Wedding Bells, Bathtubs,
Beck Floats At Gala Homecoming

Deadbeats Warned To Get Hep

"Children's Charity" Goals Sighted
i the Federal Government,
not the State. There are many
more areas of need in this land
of plenty but one other stands
out in my mind. At present there
are two and a half million migrant
workers. Their average income
per year is $800.00.
There are many groups we
would like to help but that depends on your contributions.
These children not only need
money, and food, and clothing,
but above all else they need to
know that someone cares.
DEAN DARRAH.
Mr. Connor of the Eastern Air
Lines wiU be in the Student Center again on December 1st from
9-4 in order that the students may
pick up their tickets.

Arthur Murray's
comes to ORLANDO
WATCH FOR OPENING DATE

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
102 N. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK
Dial 4-3371
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TARS TACKLE MIGHTY MUSKIES TONIGHT
Tars Don't Lose On Ground; Balbiers, Jensen Muskingum Squad's Win Record
Little Five Conference Proposed Cop District Titles Make Injured Tars Underdogs
By SQUINT
I am getting a little tired of
bemg asked after every game
Rolhns plays and loses what was
the cause. That we have a rotten team, that Rollins should give
up football, etc., etc., usually proceeds the first question.
I don't feel that I am qualified
any more than the average student or average football fan who
sees the game to give the correct
answer. You can see as much
as I. So why ask me? But since
you have, I think that you will
agiee that our line stopped most
of the Davidson ground game. In
Idct, tho statistics show that we
outgained on the ground. Then
it IS obvious it must have been
the passing of Davidson, or rather
OUI pass defense, that caused our
downfall.
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DON BRINEGAR: age 20 height 6 feet, weight 185 Junior.
Don IS the fourth of the squad coming from Miami or Miami
Beach. He played tackle on the Jayvee squad for two years.
Ccach McDowall saw possibilities in him as end during Winter
practice and shifted him to the flank.

Pass defense has been the weak
pomt of our defense for a number
of years but it has never reached
the low that it has this year. I
know that it is demoralizing for
iiui linesmen to stop everything
wjJd that is tried to run through
them only to have the opposing
team throw pass after pass for
first downs and touchdowns.
Don't think that Coach Joe Justice and his staff are not conscious
of the pass-defense predicament.
Coach Joe Justice has drilled and
drilled on pass defense until the
backs were spitting cotton and it
seems obvious to no avail.
My own opinion is that a good
pass defender is about 75 per cent

The favorites came through
Sunday as Doris Jensen and Ricardo Balbiers polished off the
last survivors of a field of 32 contestants and copped the District
Three tennis championships in
women's and men's single divisions, respectively. Balbiers finished by dropping Norm CopeThere is a movement or the
land 6-4, 6-4. Miss Jensen had an
idea of starting a movement
identical score in downing Ruth
whereas the five "small" colleges Pate 6-4, 6-4.
in Florida inaugurate a "Little
Both contests were gruelling afFive Conference" between them.
The.se colleges are Rollins, Florida fairs. Chilean Champion Balbiers
State University, Tampa, Stetson had his hands full with Copeland.
and Florida Southern.
These Little Crazy Legs had his serve
schools would not only knit a working to perfection and his recloser athletic tic but also make coveries gave Ricardo fits. Howa more competitive spirit between ever, Copeland couldn't hold the
them that would attract state- wild man from Santiago in the
clutch and Ricardo took a straight
wide attention.
There are a couple of hitches, set victory.
The women's division final was
however, before this plan can take
effect—if it ever does.
First, a ninety minute affair marked for
its
steady play on the part of
Florida Southern must re-enter
the field with a football team. both Miss Jensen and Miss Pate.
Before the war was their last Miss Jensen took the victory by
football team. I believe with a employing a drop shot and a
little pressure from the right cir- cross court change of pace to add
cle and since the school has grown variety to her deep drives which
consistently kept Miss Pate on the
in size it could be persuaded to
baseline.
start football there. The second
Charlie Morrison of Stanford
hitch is that Rollins is the only
school that doesn't have a basket- awarded trophies to the winners.
ball team. The students this week After the game it was announced
were canvassed whether or not that many of the players active in
we should have basketball here the district tournament were
and it was almost unanimously eligible to participate in the Florvoted that we should. Of course ida Lawn Tennis Association
Rolhns will have to see if it can tournament to be held in Orlando
next weekend.
afford it, etc., but if this "Little
Five Conference" starts molding
into shape it is a cinch we will
do our part.
natural ability and 25 per cent
coaching. My suggestion to the
answer is that he tries out some
of the freshman prospects and
see if he can find four or five good
men with the 75 per cent.

Sigma Nus Bump Lamb Chis 19-12
Frangus Knocks
Spirited Delta Chis Threaten K.A.S Scores IVIount In Hoop Race As Fan Spirit
Coeds Demonstrate Fancy Shooting

Lambda Chis' hopes in the second round of the intramural football circuit were given a severe
litcheri jolt when a spirited Sigma Nu
brands outfit came from behind to upset
of ta the heavily-favored Lambda Chis
by a 19-12 count on Friday, November 18.
hitlhi
A powerful "X" Club aggrega)r i n i tion continued its domination of
rlersau the Intramural Football League
ring ill when it literally blasted a highly

touted Independent eleven from
further contention in the secondhalf race by the tunc of 27-0 on
Monday, November 21.
Showing plenty of fight and
snap, the Delta Chis last Friday
held the power-laden K.A.'s to
nineteen hard-earned points. The
Delts, although not too spectacular on the offense, tightened up
on the defense and forced the
Kappa Alphas to fling despera-

i spil^

Clarence Brown
'^Things Men

Wear"
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By

KAY

MCDONNELL

and

MARIANNE KUHN
"That ole hardwood" was certainly the center of attraction last
week as girls' basketball continued to give the fans a good
show.
The Freshman team only had
one game but they put that to
good advantage by winning over
the Pi Phis 25-15. Sharpshooting
Carolyn Herring hit the hoop for
17 points for the Freshmen while
the Pi Phis' Carolyn Alfred
grabbed the team honors by scoring 12 points.
The Pi Phis jumped back in
the win column later in the week
to take Phi Mu, 25-11. The crowd
saw smooth-working Carolyn Altion passes to all parts of the field.
With both teams playing below
their usual caliber, the Sigma
Nus last Monday took the Delta
Chis for a 31-0 win.
Last Monday the X Club defeated the Alpha Phi Lambdas
19-0. The Clubbers took to the
air almost exclusively and soon
after the kickoff Art Swacker
threw a long pass to Lyle Chambers who raced to the end zone.
The kick for extra point was
blocked neatly by Bob Heath.
The Phi Lambs came back with
razzle-dazzle but couldn't penetrate into X-Club territory. X
Club's second T.D. came on a
pass from Dick Williams to Hank
Gooch. The conversion was good.
The Phi Lambs pass defense was
exceedingly poor and the Clubbers' last six points came on a
long pass from Swacker to Pope.

fred make 15 points for her Pi
Phis. A scoring duel took place
between Margaret Bell and Mary
Delano, each sinking the ball for
5 points for Phi Mu.
The Phi Mus split honors in
their other two games of the
week, losing a thriller to Theta,
39-24, and winning over Gamma
Phi, 18-9. Cool as ever, Margaret
Bell again was hot on the hoop
scoring the most points for Phi
Mu in both of the games. Mary
Ann Hobart took top honors from
the Theta's smooth-working 6
with a total of 22 points. Nancy
Flavel made 6 points for Gamma
Phi in the game against Phi Mu.
Theta was squelched by the Independents in a rather one-sided
tussle, the outcome being 52-17.
If the Independents keep playing
as well as they have so far, top
position won't be hard to attain.
Chi Omega was outscored by
the Kappas as three Kappa forwards really chalked up the
points: Pat Sutliff, 22; Gloria
Weichbrodt, 20; and Marnee Norris, 18. Ewing McAllister magnificently scored 34 points to make
the final tally Kappa 61 and Chi
46.

Chi O was in turn beaten by
Alpha Phi, 56-51. In this game
Chi O's outstanding forward,
Ewing McAllister, scored 37
points but this was not enough
against the teamwork of Doris
Jenson and Sis Shute who made
24 and 22 points respectively.
There has been lots of spirit
and good sportsmanship out there
at those games. Let's keep it up,
kids!
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Orlando, Fla.

To the Student Body,
Rollins College:
Last Saturday night, I was
astounded at the mass walkout of
approximately 40 per cent of the
student cheering section before
the game was over. It was one
of the poorest exhibitions of
school spirit that I have ever wit-

An injuiy-iiddled Rollins Tar
football team takes on the ehampions of the Ohio Valley Conference at Tinker Field tomorrow
night.
The Muskingum Huskies have
won seven straight games so far
this season, suffering their only
setback last week to Washington
and Jefferson by a score o£ 20 to 6.
Rollins, which went into last
week's Homecoming game with
two of their best backs benched
for the season and another one
able to see only limited service, it
doesn't seem as though it will be
in much better shape for this tilt.
Seet Justice, who carries the
kicking duties for the Tars received a back injury, while Harry
Hancock suffered a twisted knee.
Several other members of the
team are not able to go as hard
as they ordinarily would without
minor aches and pains.

Bad news seems to be also in
store for the Rollins team' with the
news that Muskingum has in their
quarterback, John Sabock, one of
the best passers in the state of
Ohio.
After what Davidson's
Aubern Lambeth did to the Tars
last Saturday, it seems as though
there will be little letup in our
opponent's touchdown parade.

but terrifically fast left halfback,
called Earl Jeffers.
The light
Jeffers who only weighs 150
pounds, specialized in making
crowd pleasing runs around the
ends.
Although the rough spots in
Coach Justices' new plays and
formations, which showed up
against Davidson, should
be
smoothed out by Friday, this corner will have to give the nod to
the Ohio Valley champs and predict the score as Muskingum 20,
Rollins 13.

The probable lineups are as follows:
Muskingum
Po.
Rollins
Hall
LE
Grulke
Barnes
LT
Swicegood
Miller
LG
Knecht
Carroll
C
Hancock
Bline
. ..RG
. Mooney
Forgrave . ..RT .
Kelley
Biegler
..RE
Brinegar
Sabock
QB
Tate
Jeffers LH
Justice
Mahler
RH
Barrington
Steve
FB
Bryson

The Muskies who operate from
a split "T" formation have a versatile offense in that in addition
to Sabock's passing threat, they
have a hard-charging fullback
named Andy Steve and a small
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Some of these students started
filing out of the stands as early
as eight minutes before the final
quarter ended. It seems that they
thought the boys were playing
lousy ball. These grandstand
quarterbacks understand about
football. Is school loyalty to be
bartered with a win or loss? Are
we to sell ourselves to the highest
bidder, or are we to stick by our
team through hell and high
water?
The statistics show that Rollins
gained 117 yards over the ground
to Davidson's 116. The fact rem^ains that Davidson won only because of its superiority in the air
and nothing else.
Lambeth,
Davidson's stellar passer, ranked
fourth among the nation's best
passers last year. It is not a disgrace to lose to that type of football player.
I can remem-oer back m '42, the
mighty undefeated Notre Dame
squad dropped the game to lowly
Iowa, but I don't recall the Notre
Dame students walking out on the
boys.
The fact remains that we owe
it to Rollins, to the boys, and to
our own self-respect, to stick by
the team win, lose, or draw.
One more important factor not
to be overlooked, is the matter of
attendance
at these
footbaU
games. Whether we like it or not,
we need the support of the Central Florida football fan to keep
football alive here at Rollins,
we depended on only the students
and faculty, we could not afford
the sport. How many of these
fans are going to continue patronizing our home games, if our own
student body doesn't show its
loyalty?
No one is perfect. We all have
our faults. I don't believe that
the students who walked out,
really meant to do so. Had they
given the matter a little serious
consideration, I'm sure they would
have remained in the stands until
the final whistle.
Before we sell our boys short
again, try putting yourselves in
their position. Let's give them
our whole-hearted support, for in
this manner only can they do
their best.
Sincerely,
BILL FRANGUS.
CONTRIBUTE
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63 years of FAITHFUL SERVICE to Central Floridians
•

LAUNDRY

• DRY CLEANING
• DYE WORK
•

RUG CLEANING

• CERTIFIED COLD STORAGE

Orlando Steam Laundry, inc.
49 W . Concord, Oriando
308 Park Ave., Winter Park

Ito You Know?
that

ANDY AHIK'S
GARAGE
has been serving Rollins Students
Faculty
Staff
for 18 years; offering expert automotive service—and a
complete line of automotive accessories.

500 Holt Avenue

Winter Park

ROLLINS

Betty Mikkelson Crowned Queen '49

REGISTRATION NOTICE,
WINTER TERM 1949-50
OLD STUDENTS: File any
change in schedule at the
Office of the Registrar by
Thursday. December 1.
NEW STUDENTS: File Lower
Division Contract at the Office of the Registrar immediately following appointment
with permanent adviser.
ALL STUDENTS: Register at
the Administration Building
Monday through Friday. December 5-9. Check bulletin
boards
for detailed announcement.

CHI-O CUT-UPS
As far as the ChiOs are concerned, the hectic Homocomin
weekend has not produced hyt
teria, but almost. The pressur
of social engagements compelled
Nan Van Zile to dispose of her
"Do not disturb" sign on the door.
She has replaced it with a far
more spicy creation which shock;
visitors. The forbidding slip nov
reads, BEWARE. IF ANYONE
WAKES ME, VM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT I DO TO
TliEM. AND I'M NOT KIDDXG."
-Another souvenir indicative of
lhe psychological chaos caused by
I In returning of alumni was the
appearance of a large plastic owl
wliich reads, "Clear heads choose
Calvert." The owl, ironically,
belongs to "lame-brain" Keeley,
who kindly donated said owl to
Chi Omega. With Homecoming
and "the pause that refreshes"
under our belts, ChiOs trust the
faculty will allow a week's r e cuperation for invalids with headaches.
THE X CLUB NEWS
This week's little indulgence is
coming from a very soro, tired,
and "hung" outfit. Those around
Gale Hall who are not hurting
from the game with Davidson are
hurting from the various festivities. (Tell us about it, Art.) It
was a pretty good weekend in
spite of the rigorous effort neces-

sary to keep the pace.
We would like to congratulate
"our" Homecoming Queen, the
Madame.
We understand the
"King" is being signed for a part
in a Hollywood picture, "The Inhalers." It seems there w a s a
scout around the campus.
The "Beaver Warden" went to
Pennsylvania this past weekend.

WINTER-LAND
CLEANERS
Have our Campus
Pick

Representative

Up and Deliver

Every Day

between 4 : 3 0 a n d 6:00.
ONE D A Y SERVICE — NO EXTRA CHARGE

Phone 35771
1021 ORANGE A V E .

GOOD NEWS!
Bring your clothes to the Launderette in the
MORNING and take them home—completely
dry and clean—in the AFTERNOON.

GAMMA PHI GADDINGS
The Alpha Mu Chapter of
Gamma Phi Beta announces the
birth of a new sister on November 18. Our newest little pledge
is Sally Lane.
Just in time for a celebration
with homecoming was Bart's
birthday. Happy birthday, Bart!
We're so glad to have you with
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SANDSPUR

INDY PENNINGS
As most, wc enjoyed a spiceytype Homecoming weekend, even
though a good quarter of us reposed in turpentine baths for
paint removing purposes. Ah yes,
float construction is a real joy!
Congratulations to Mickey, the
Homecoming Queen, and a very
lovely one at that. Joanne R. and
her Joe, from Gainesville. Ann L.
and Arby. Fanch and Ernie, Sal
and Ansel. Rusty and Mono. Vicki
and Alberto. Elaine and Spider.
Gail and Bailey. Barby F. and
Bernard. Claudine and Marty, not
to mention a good thirty others—
not within consulting area, attended the game and dance. A
fun time was had by all.

'48 Queen Pat German Visits Tar Star

The "fat man" and the dapper
little gentleman escorted our
queen, Jean Mora, in the parade
while Dan Work looked on.
Oh yes. our stags included "88
Keys" Cushing, "Spirits" Belt,
Dick Baldwin and Willie "the
lonesome roommate."

The float portrayed the HillbiUj
Davidson alumni. It was c^j
structed by an outstanding Inde.
pendent, Dan Eastwood, «.[,„
with his associates tlirew everv
thing including the kitclien sini
onto a 1925 car.

Pleasant news leaked out fy;
day night at a terrific party givfj
by President Ken Brown JM
Derek Dunn-Ranking. Vice Presi.
dent Don Corrigan and Bobbj
Doerr are engaged.
Cindy has been spending the ] Aftjr attending President and
past week in New York with her j Mrs. Wagners' party at their love,
mother. Betty Lou spent the ly liome Sunday afternoon. Dar
weekend in Miami. Mary Carter Pinger and Wayne Pontius de^
participated in a horse show on cided to become college pr^s,
Sunday, That's it till next time. dents.

Looks like old times again! Here we see pretty Pat German
chatting with Harry Hancock as they reminis about Pat's senior
year last year. Pat won the nonor of Homecoming Queen in '48.
SIGMA NU NEWS
This weekend was spent building our float, at tho football game
and the dance. Among those
present at Dubsdread were Dick
Saylors and Carol Posten, Boh
Draughn and Ginny Fishbeck,
Ronnie and the mystery woman,
Weyman and his promised one,
Bob and Ann, Harry Ryder and
Betly Rowland, John Vereen and
Gail, and Don and Jackie. Incidently, one of our brothers, H.
H., hit the jackpot.

MEN-AGEHIE
First in line, first in choice, tjv
Independent Men proudly Z*
copied the first prize for thjj:
float, whicli paraded down Oran
Avenue to the Orlando Municijf!
Stadium.
^

THE IVEY TOWER
THETA TIDBITS
(Continued from Page 2)
LAMBDA CHI CHUCKLES
Seen at the game were Blandie. tennis court wlien the war stan.
Everybody's
feeling
pretty j "golly flowers." and Wilbur; Mary ed. One of tliem could be setn
chesty over at Hooker Hall this and David: Peggy and Buddy; extracting orange pulp from his
week because the Lambda Chi Bobbie and Mae. Also John Fitz- ruffled hair and looking very
entry in the float parade copped ' gerald and our old prexie, Shirley
puzzled indeed.
third place in the selecting. We i Fry. "Squirrel" dropped in from
Joyce thinks tliere is a possibij.
all would like to take this oppor- i Akron for the big weekend.
ity that she and Ed may mamtunity to thank our representative
I We were all so proud that our some day, if things continue li
in the Homecoming Queen contest
own "Mickey" ran off with Home- run favorably. But iiere is her
for being so charming in the back
coming Queen honors. Congratu- problem. Should she confess nouof that convertible. Thanks a lot,
j lations are in order—so our very or wait until the final tie to tell
Phyllis, maybe next year.
. bestest congratulations!
him that she got in the first blo»
Seen wandermg through the
Last but not least, we all want when she konked him with ar. i
stands and also across the dance to thank President and Mrs. Wag- orange at Rollins College?
floor at Dubsdread were the fol- ! ner for a very lovely tea Sunday
Love,
I
lowing: Phyllis and Cuddles, Cal fternoon.
MADGE.
Peacock and Jim Anderson (Cal
was up on a visit, his family is
fine), all our old married couples,
the Meiferts, the Harlands. There
Very Special For
were lots of others there—so many
that they are too much trouble to
mention.

ALPHA PHI LAMBDA
CLOVERLEAFLETS
Those seen here and there
among tiie crowd at the dance
Last weekend will be one of
Saturday night included Bob and tho fondest memories of the year,
Janet Costello, C. K. and Nancy, especially to the girls in CloverRoily and Doty, Norby and Sally, leaf.
Bob and Carol. Mac and Carolyn,
The fast pace that lasted three
1 and Cathy, Tom and Maude, days started Friday evening at the
and Fred and Joanne. "Pablo" bonfire when many gay hearts
dinner, our walking philosopher. and hands joined together for the
eplied after certain questions chain line. Landing breathless at
THE CROW CALL
concerning specific feminine de- Robbies were Patsy Edmundson,
First off, w e note t h e arrival tails, "I'm notta gonna say!" Well, J a n e Kelley, J u d i e Bright, Betty
of the light in the life of our since we is the brains on campus, I Barr, Jane McGaw and loads of
French Fricasser of Foil hardy back to the books.
; others.
Fish. John (Slush) Fitzgerald, in
the person of sweet li'l ol' Shirley
Fry, weilder of the golden catgut and wearer of the silver
shield.
Dr. A. de Q. Masters, A.B., '49,
and Rob (Lynch) Custer, B.S.A.,
'39, eame down to inspire their
brothers to yet greater efforts,
while Tony Ransdell and Chazz
Harra brought the good word
from Tampa.
T. Edgeworth Blakemore, junior
senator from Kansas, gave a reception for the Young Republicans of Rollins recently. Among
those present:
Isolation Mac
Bryde, Injunction Robbins, Lookout Shafer, and Deductable Mulloy. States-Rights Behrens snuck
in on a coalition.

u

ou

BONNIE JEAN
Gabardine and Wool-Jersey Dresses
Starting at $10.95 and $14.95

PHI MUSINGS
We are very happy to have
Phyllis Dalrymple among our
pledges; after the homecoming
festivities she stayed with us in
Fox Hall.
Congratulations to Ruth Pate
for coming in second in the
tennis tournament last weekend.
This weekend she will compete
for more honors in Orlando. Best
wishes from all of us, Ruth.
The
Homecoming
Weekend
brought many guests to visit us.
Barbara Bower had three men
here from Gainesville, and Jeannine Romer was entertaining Bert
from St. Pete. All of the Phi
Mus were out to support the team,
and did enjoy the dance follow-

WINTER PARK

DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
THURSDAY, NOV. 24th

" W E SERVE STRANGERS"
John GorHeld—Jennifer Jones

W E DO ALL THE WORK

"CARTOON '
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, NOV. 2 5 - 2 6

"PURSUED"

LAUNDERETTE
161 W . Fairbanks

Phone 3-4351

Winter Park

Roert Mitchum—Tersso Wright
"CARTOON"
SUN.,

"NEWS"

M O N . , TUES., 2 7 - 2 8 - 2 9

"Look for the Silver Lining"
(In Technicolor)
June Hover
Roy Bolger
"CARTOON-

"NEWS"
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